
> youtube channel intro
> objective(s):

Students will create an animated intro, combined with an audio clip, for a school appropriate YouTube channel.

> curricular focus:
This lesson emphasizes combining dynamic graphics in Animate with a short audio clip to create an animated intro 
that reinforces the mood of the channel's content.

> principles of animation:
• follow through and overlapping action (https://youtu.be/4OxphYV8W3E)

> specifications:
save as: YouTubeIntro_LastnameF
width: 1920 px
height: 1080 px
frame rate: 30/sec

> instruction:
• review follow through and overlapping action principles
• review fundamentals of YouTube channel intros
 - duration most commonly 5-8 seconds
 - animation, color and audio matches mood of channel content
 - static rest time at the end of animation usually 2-3 seconds
• view examples of YouTube Channel intros
 - see YouTube Intro Projects folder
• review how to use audio in Adobe Animate
 - make sure audio is set to stream
  click anywhere in the audio timeline, then go to Properties: Sound and change Sync to Stream
 - watch Working With Sound by TipTut (https://youtu.be/yXM6naQ-m3g)
  this includes more detail on editing
 - watch How to Add Sound and Music and Edit the Volume (https://youtu.be/T6H7Cx7YYA8)
  this includes changing volume in Audacity

> procedure:
• select YouTube channel

- channel must be FCPS compliant for content and language
 videos with "bleeped out" content are not approved
- approve channel with instructor

• select audio clip
- can be existing audio file (mp3, wav, etc.) or record/download off YouTube, Spotify, etc.
 you may also find free generic audio at https://incompetech.com/music/royalty-free/music.html
- audio must be FCPS compliant for content and language
 audio with "bleeped out" content are not approved
- audio clip must be 6-10 seconds in duration
- approve audio selection with instructor

• record/trim/edit audio clip
- open and follow How to Record in Audacity.pdf
 does your clip require a fade in and/or fade out?
- approve final audio clip with instructor
- save as: YouTubeIntro_LastnameF

continued on page 2



> youtube channel intro
• create storyboard

- open and print Animation Storyboard 16x9.pdf
- read and follow directions at the top
- carefully review Requirements on page 2
 animated portion 4-7 seconds
 static portion 2-3 seconds
 audio runs the full duration of the clip
- approve with instructor

• create animation
- create document according to Specifications above
- create animation according to approved storyboard
 adjustments/changes are allowed with prior approval from instructor
  this means you need permission to make a change before actually executing it in Animate

 - make sure audio is set to stream
  click anywhere in the audio timeline, then go to Properties: Sound and change Sync to Stream

> requirements:
• file specification are adhered to
 - see Specifications above
• content
 - YouTube channel is FCPS compliant for content and language
• animation
 - minimum three animated assets
  logo, text and one additional asset
   opacity (alpha) fades do not count as an animated asset
   logo animated as a single piece and not broken up
 - logo finishes centered (x and y axis) in the document frame
• background
 - must be full bleed
 - must be low contrast texture, image, pattern, etc.
  cannot be simply a color or gradient fill
• audio
 - volume is appropriate
 - fade in/fade out are used effectively (when needed) 
• timing
 - maximum clip time is 10 seconds
 - total animated portion time is 7.0 seconds or less
 - total static rest time is exactly 3.0 seconds (90 frames)
 - audio time is full duration of clip


